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&nbsp;
You and your school friends have some spare time and want to choose a TV program to watch. Someone has recommended you a
program called Glee so you will do some research to find out if it’s a good option for you. Whatever you decide, you might want to tell
your friends why it is/isn’t a good program.

1) You will find out what the Glee TV show is about; 2) you will decide if you might like to watch it weekly and if it is appropriate to
your preferences, age, personality, etc.; 3) you will know the names and personalities of the main characters of the TV show; 4) You
will analyze the characters deeper; 5) you will write a brief summary that describes the show and your opinion about it and why you
would/wouldn't recommend it.
&nbsp;
&nbsp;
&nbsp;

1) All students will watch the trailer (resource 1) and another short video (resource 2) or optinally only one of the students of the team
will watch a complete episode (resource 3); 2) all students will read some information about the program (resource 4 going to the
section ‘About’ and then ‘Program’); 3) based upon the information you just read, match the characteristic that best describes each
person (resource 5); 4) you will be part of a team of 6 persons decided by the teacher. Every member of the team will read two
biographies of the 12 characters mentioned in the previous exercise (resource 4 go to about, then go to cast); 5) the team will write a
brief description (100 to 150 words) of the program and their opinion about it mentioning if they recommend it or not and why.

You will be evaluated with the matching exercise and the written work about your opinion of the program.
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You might find it interesting to evaluate a TV prgram before you just start watching it without any previous knowledge.

This webquest can be used to practice conditionals for imaginary situations. Students can think what they would do if they were any of
the characters and had their problems. It can also be used to describe appearances and compare characters, etc.
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